CHAPTER-- V

PARTICLES, JOTTINGS, SPARK:

COLLECTED BRIEF POEMS OF RABINDRANATH TAGORE

I

William Radice's

Particles, Jottings, Sparks: The Collected Brief Poems of Rabindranath

Tagore (2000) are the poetic translations of Rabindranath Tagore's ~ (1899), @!"/il
( 1927) and the posthumous ~ ( 1945). Critics have tried to label these short poems as
'epigrams' or 'aphorisms' but more or less failed to describe the true nature of these short
poems. Tagore himself coined the term "l'PiRl"l'l ('poemlet'), a diminutive of~ (poem),
to characterize these poems but it has not gained currency in the literary circle. Moreover, as
the term •:q;filro"l'l' may sound a bit strange in English, Radice prefers to call them 'brief
rather than short poems in the Introduction to PJS (Radice 3). In fact, these poems express
the macrocosm in the microcosm, the infinite in the finite or what Tagore calls "the big in the
small" (Ibid3). In other words, they encapsulate a multiplicity of thoughts, ideas and feelings
in the simplest possible way that remains the basic concerns of his poetic career. "They
therefore", Radice rightly says, "take us right to the centre of his poetry" (Ibid2) Tagore
began writing these 'brief poems in the last years of the nineteenth century when his Bengali
critics charged him with 'lack of substance' in his writings (Pal 255). The stream of the
'brief poems that began to flow from his pen from the period of~ (1899) was
continued almost for the rest of his creative life; the publications of @!"/il (1927) and the
posthumous collection of ~ (1945) confirm their uninterrupted flow. Tagore is indebted
to the indigeneous tradition of short, didactic verses for the poems of ~ and to the model
of Japanese haiku forms for his brief poems of @!~ and ~- According to Ketaki
Kushari Dyson, the poems of ~ are "affiliated to a native Indian tradition of aphoristic,
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didactic verses, while the two other volumes also owe a debt to the spirit of Japanese haiku
poetry" (Dyson I. 2).

During his long life Tagore visited different countries of the world and wrote these brief
poems'on request' for friends, hosts, autograph hunters, brides and bridegrooms, for children
at their name-giving ceremonies, or as obituaries. The poems of @1"/rf ( 1927) which he began
while resting by the Lake Balaton were continued and later associated with Japan and also
with China (which he visited in 1924). Regarding the genesis of these poems Tagore dwells
at length in the preface to @1"/rf and Radice cites it in the Introduction to P JS:

"These writings began in Chaina and Japan. Their origin was in requests to write
something on fans or pieces of paper or handkerchiefs. Thereafter I received

demands in my own country and in other countries. In this way these piecemeal
writings accumulated. Their chief value is to introduce myself through my own
handwriting. But not only through my handwriting: through my swiftly written
feelings too. In printed form this kind of personal contact is spoilt --- these
writings would seem as pallid and futile as an extinguished Chinese lantern. So
when news came that in Germany there was a way of printing handwriting, the

verses in Lekhan were reproduced. They contain some spontaneous corrections
and crossings-out. Even these convey the flavour of my personality.

(Radice II)

The new-found German technology of printing handwriting gave Tagore a unique
opportunity of getting his hand-written short poems printed and published in facsimile form.
This gave the poems of (l'!"</il its characteristic shape and nature distinguishing them from the
rest of the short poems of Particles, Jottings, Sparks. Again, in an essay on @1"/rf published
in the Kartik 1335 (October-November 1928) issue of ~ he elaborates on what he says
in the preface quoted above:

When I went to China and Japan, almost every day I had to satisfy the claims of
autograph-hunters. I had to write for them often, on paper or silk or on fans.
They wanted me to write in Bengali, because a signature in Bengali was on the
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one hand mine, on the other hand the whole Bengali nation's. I became in this
way accustomed to writing two or four line poems [ ... ]and I got pleasure from
them.The concise expression achieved by concentrating one feeling or another

into a few lines has often given me more satisfaction than my long
compositions .... Among the Japanese, small poems are not at all despised. They
like to see the big in the small, because they are born artists. They refuse to
judge beauty by size or weight. So when anyone in Japan has asked me for a
poem, I have had no compunction about giving them only two or four lines.
When I went to Italy last time, I had to write a lot in autograph books. Those
who wanted me to write often asked for it to be in English. At this time too,
sometimes in their notebooks and sometimes in mine, lots of little poems of this
sort accumulated. The writing often begins in this way -on request - but then
the urge takes over and I don't need to be asked.

(Appendix A to PJS 161-163)

Evidently, the creative 'urge' of writing these short poems initially came from the 'requests'
of the autograph-hunters and he became gradually so possessed by this 'urge' that he went
on writing this type of brief poems in his notebooks even in his spare time. These poems,
thus, got accumulated over the years in his notebooks and were finally published in an
anthology called (.C'["'<f (Radice's Jottings) in 1926.

It is therefore obvious that though he began to write these short poems drawing on the

indigenous tradition of aphoristic, didactic verses, Tagore found a congenial medium in the
Japanese haiku poems to satisfy the requests of his overseas autograph-hunters or admirers.
But it must be remembered that though Tagore's 'brief poems resemble the imagist poems
or the Japanese haiku in outward shape or size, they are basically different in their tone and
temperament. Secondly, he began to write these brief poems much ahead of the appearance
of the imagist poems in English literature. Thirdly, Tagore's third visit to England coincided
with the launching of the Imagist movement by Pound and others but he showed, as Bikash
.
.
(~ 15!~~ l'tS3)
.
Chakravarty observes m "Tagore's London 12-f3'R no mterest at all In 'the expenmental
movements in English poetry' in general and Imagism in particular (Chakravarty 44). As a
result, the imagist poems of T.E. Hulme, Ezra Pound and their school failed to evoke any
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interest creative or otherwise in Tagore. But this was not the case with the Japanese haiku
poems. He came in contact with these poems when he visited Japan during 1916 and 1917
respectively. In his 11!lt<11'1<11~ "Traveller to Japan", 1919) Tagore expresses his unstinted
admiration for the haiku poems:

Nowhere else in the world does one find poems of only three lines. These three
lines are enough for both poets and readers .... All the poems that I have so far
heard are pictorial; they are not poems that can be sung .... Anyway, in these

poems there is not just restraint in the words, but restraint in the feeling too. The
stirrings of the heart nowhere disturb this restraint of feeling

( Appendix A (2) toPJS 169-171 ).

According to Sisir Kumar Das, Tagore was so impressed by the brevity, economy and
concentration of these poems that he found in their structure 'a congenial medium' to express
himself admirably. It is very likely that the form and structure of these poems "may have
worked on his mind when he yielded to the requests of young ladies to inscribe something on
their fans or autograph books" (Das 616). But what distinguishes Tagore's short poems from
the

typical imagist poems or Japanese haiku is their excellent poetic beauty and aesthetic

charm as independent poems. It needs to be mentioned here that in the poetry of preTagorean Bengali literature one finds a tradition of parable-like short poems of moral or
didactic import penned by the contemporary Bengali poets like Iswar Gupta , Krishnachandra
Majumder and Rajanikanta Sen (Bhattacharya 626). Tagore may have drawn on this Bengali
tradition of short, aphoristic poems while composing the poems of~. CC'Ni1' and ~
But he gives them a unique poetic beauty and aesthetic charm of their own and they are the
imaginative creations of a new kind, perhaps unparalleled in world literature. Moreover, the
forms used by Tagore in his brief poems are variable, from epigrammatic couplets to lyrical
celebrations of nature and of human beauty. hnages, themes etc. vary as forms vary, but the
colour, flavour and tone gives these poems consistency and continuity.

Radice was inspired to translate Tagore's brief poems by Martin Kampchen's German
translations of a hundred of them. What he (Radice ] strives to do, through his translations of
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brief poems, is to project 'the originality of Tagore's achievement in this genre' and its
'uniqueness in world literature' (Radice.3) Radice's avowed aim in translating Tagore is to
represent him as a great poet rather than a sage or a guru. It is in his brief poems that one
finds a natural and spontaneous expression of Tagore who is, above all, a poet. "In his brief
poems", Radice says rightly, "he [Tagore] was only a poet, and this is why his voice in them
is so free, so natural, so spontaneous and so friendly"(Radice PJS 25) In his translations of
Tagore's brief poems Radice strives to represent him 'only as a poet' and to carry his poetic
voice across in the TL through
translation of

these brief poems. Naturally, this involves a poetic

Tagore's 'brief poems' such as ~ (1899), @Mil (1926) and ~

(1945).

II

Before we evaluate Radice's poetic rendering of~. @!~ and, ~. it would be
worthwhile to discuss some of the theoretical views regarding poetry translation. Poetic
translation that moves between the need to achieve as much fluency as possible in the new
texts, and the need to retain as close a relationship as possible to the originals is like a 'tight
rope walk'. Its cardinal principle is that the translation of a poem must also be a poem.
According to Dryden, the translation of poetry into poetry can only be done by a poet who
alone is capable of 'enacting' what J. Felstiner calls "a parallel process of composition"
(Felstiner 34 ).Since the translation of poetry is expected to make an impact on the reader's
consciousness as poetry, it involves an extra degree of creative complication,
notwithstanding the translator's attempt to "create equivalent poetical forms in the target
language" (Dyson 1.1 ). In order to translate poetry into poetry a poet-translator is required to
compose a poem equivalent to the original. He is therefore required to be as much faithful to
the original as to his creative self.
quoting:

A.K. Ramanujam's comment on this point is worth

"A translation has to be true to the translator no less to the originals"

(Ramanujaml3). But in being faithful to the original he (the translator] must not give the
impression that he is engaged in a work of translation. Secondly, by 'approximating' the
form of the original, he tries to make some formal effects in his own language such as those
produced by the original in the source language. Thirdly, despite its fidelity to the original, a
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translated work must have a 'life' of its own. Finally, the translator"[ ... ] ought to be a poet

as well as an interpreter, and his interpretation ought to be an act of poetry."(emphasis
added) (Brower 195).

In the light of the above theories let us now turn to the brief poems of <pfc'j<pt, C!'f'lil and,
~ in the following three sections. <pfc'j<pt (1899), a book of 110 poems, is Tagore's

maiden venture in this genre; the style and character of his later brief poems can be seen to
evolve from them. This first book of his brief poems contains a number of longer, lighter
fable-like poems at the beginning, pithy and witty four-line and two-line poems in the
middle, and more serious, probing, cosmic poems at the end. Radice seems to have followed
the text of Visva-Bharati's Rabindra Rachanabali Vol. ill for translating the poems of
<pfc'j<pt_ He, himself a practicing poet, attempts not only to interpret the short poems creatively
in his translation but also 'strives to give a poetical form of some sort to each piece'. Tagore
has used the Bengali 9fmil" metre in the poems of <pfc'j<pt_ Since Radice cannot transfer the

9fmil" metre from Bengali to English, he tries to make up the loss in transit by using rhymed
couplet rather than the conventional 9\mif metre in some of the poems of <pfc'j<pt_ As for the
rest of Particles poems he retains the form of rhyming verse, the first line here rhyming with
the fourth line and the second line with the third respectively. Let us have a look at some of
Tagore's Bengali brief poems and their counterparts in English in order to evaluate Radice's
mode of translation. Here is an example of Tagore's fable-like Bengali poem from <pfc'j<pt:

\'ll1ffJ

<ffi

~"'RJ ~ ~.., 9fMrn,

~ "l"5l1rffir <11m ~ rrt ~I

~ rrt

9f1fu \'ll1ffJ <fC'!

~ "fm!,

C'l'trr 11l"l:'t <l'll:<U ~ ~ "G!mfl

"G!fof 'm: 'G119ffll ~ ~ ~.
~ 11l't "IT'! ~ ~

\'ll1ffJ <>t4.

WI

<!~ c4@ 11l't (<!@ ~.

<ffi \5ltif ~ ~ 'l'Rf ~I
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Speaking Up for Yourself

A beautiful butterfly moans to a bee:
'Why does the poet not look at me?
My wings are so colourful; what have you got
That makes you poetic, while I am not?'

'You are', said the bee, 'lovely indeed,
But you have no hum to make yourself heard.
When I gather nectar, who doesn't know it?
I steal the heart of the flower and the poet.' (Poem No. 14)

"Speaking Up for Yourself' is the poetic re-creation of the imaginary colloquy of a butterfly
and a bee in rhymed couplet. Radice does not follow the original literally but strives to
remain faithful to its essential spirit. He interprets this colloquy with the imaginative vision
of a poet making a new poem in English. Thus, the butterfly's complaint in his poem is
transformed into a 'moaning' for the discrimination that the poet makes between it and a bee.
Secondly, his rendering of ·~ ~!'l 'l'lro ~ ~ "IOfffil' into 'what have you got I That
makes you poetic' is an instance of creative translation.
penultimate line

""G!lffl "61'Q: "1f'i ~

Though his rendering of the

'ffi\" ["When I gather nectar, who doesn't it?"]

~<f C'1Gr

seems to have deviated from the original, Radice succeeds in interpreting the poem
creatively. Any bilingual reader would admit that his interpretation of the line here is fully
consistent with the essential spirit of the poem.

Here is another fable-like poem from the same book of Bengali 'brief' poems:

"PNf •!H?1Vii: "'IU1, ~ ~ ~,
~iiillfiil '1M f9f<f, ~ ljJ'!l" W1J1

<fit<P "fCl'! \3l'lJ "<PiiSf ~ C"!m ~,
~ ~"flil ~"il' ~ ~!

"f1<l ~ <f'Ri A<P 'lffi>

mm ~,
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Wr ~Q/1 QJ:i5" 4CC1 C'P C<ft ~!
"'!1ffr <fi1<p 4'5-<>1~, <fi1<p ~ 'W'fl
Pf<p ~, Wr 'fc'U, c@r "''l~:>C<'i;
~ 15<[ ~ Q/t<p ~ lil<'il"1,

CC'ffi! Q/t<p ~ ~ "\'iffif "1 o J-<>I 'i I

Radice's rendering of the above poem in rhymed verse is as follows:

Plain Speaking

The forest blooms with the coming of spring:
All that the koel-bird does is sing.
'I suppose', says the crow, 'you've nothing to do
But flatter the spring with your hullabaloo'.
Pausing for a moment, the koellooks round:
'Who are you? Where do you come from, friend?'
'I'm the plain-speaking crow', the crow replies.
'Delighted', says the koel, ,and politely bows .
'Be free to speak plainly all the year long.
I'm happy with the truth of my own sweet song'. (Poem No. 18)

Radice takes considerable liberty to interpret the original here and succeeds in making a new
poem in the target language. His rendering of the first two lines of the poem is undoubtedly
poetic and capable of creating the congenial ambience of the spring. Then follows the
imaginary dialogue of the C'l'1CWf lwei- and

the~

crew. Radice's presentation of this

dialogue in rhymed verse is really excellent. He projects himself intuitively into the creative
experience of the original poem and re-creates it with the imagination of a poet.
Consequently, Plain Speaking is not an arid translation; it has the spontaneity of an original
poem.
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Radice achieves similar success in translating the next brief poem:

~ <il'J'I'f C'IV1 ~ ~.
~ "'l'.i'J ~ "G@r <fi5"

-.pu ~I

~ ~ "if!!

<ill ~<lit~.
*'1L'ti! PI~~ fufr! 11 Q>lilliSi I
R~ 15lRI>Iil

(<liil

~

~ "'1'<1/t ~ "G@r ~

9f1fu ~I

AA ~. ~'WI "111~rn-"'ftilt

mlmr ~~~<mit?
Radice's poetic translation of the poem is given below :

The Need for Height

The flat field said in anger and pain:
'I fill the market with fruit and grain.

The mountain sits doing who knows what,
Like a great king perched on a throne of rock.

Why is God's management so unfair?
To me His reasons are not at all clear.'
'If all, said the mountain, 'were flat and even,
How could rivers bring manna from heaven?'

"The Need for Height" is the re-creation of the .imaginary conversation of the flat field and
the mountain in rhymed verse. Instead of following the original slavishly Radice transposes
the essential ideas of the poem creatively from the source text to the target text. Naturally he
deviates from the original in some of the details; but he compensates this loss with his
creative imagination. He interprets <il'!'l'f e<l'i as 'anger and pain' which rhymes favourably
with the 'fruit and grain' of the second line. In a striking departure, the mountain standing in
the original has been visualized and interpreted as a great king sitting on 'a throne of rock' in
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the translated versiOn. Again, in his rendering he interprets •'ltlf'lti!

~~·of

concluding line as 'manna from heaven' brought by 'rivers'. The concept

the

of·~~·

traditionally associated with the river Ganga as bringing down 'the stream of blessing and
benefit' [ for man ] has its roots in Indian culture . Radice seems to have been unaware of this
concept and his use of the word 'rivers' in place of fountains is, therefore, very significant.
According to the COD, the word 'manna' implies the name of 'the substance miraculously
supplied as food to the Israelites in the wilderness (Exod 16). Radice is in favour of accepting
the dictionary meaning of 'manna' here. He prefers to interpret the expression

·~~·

as

'manna from heaven' in order to 'domesticate' the significance of this culture-specific
concept in the target language. Radice's uses 'manna from heaven' deliberately in order to
make Tagore a bit 'stranger' to the Bengalis and to make him somewhat 'familiar' to the
Christianized Wester n people.

When Radice's translation is at his best, one finds in him a good union of the spirit of the
original and the creative genius of the translator, a union that has been emphasized by
Matthew Arnold in his "On Translating Homer"(l861 )(Ray 149). Besides, he captures, in his
renderings, the transition from the didacticism of the earlier aphoristic verses to the later
mature, cosmic verses ofTagore's ~ (Particles). Let us examine some of the following
four-line and two-line poems of Tagore's ~ where, in Dyson's words, "the translator's
gifts and a happy serendipity combine to make excellent translations."(Dyson Il.l)

Here is the original of a four-line Bengali poem the translation of which is given below:

'i"'
\51! 'it 'W'I, 15@1 ~, WI ~ Cl'!t<PI
C'iti!?t CWf 'W'I,

WI b

"'R, ~ ol~ ~~

~ 'W'I stc<r ~ ~.

C\'ltl!1tir ~ '@!v <Q~ 'Ram! I
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Roots
The treetop says, 'I'm high, you're low.'
The bottom of the tree says, 'Fine, who cares?

Because you're high, you take on airs.
My glory is, I've made you grow'. (Poem No. 29)

The original poem is composed in rhymed couplet[ a, a ] whereas the translated version is in
rhymed quatrain [ a b b a ] much like the quatrain of a Petrarchan sonnet in which the first
\

line rhymes with !he fourth , and the second line with the third. Radice captures nicely the
audacity of the treetop and the humbleness of its bottom in his rendering.

He interprets the

views.,of the bottom of the tree retaining the spirit of the original and makes a new poem
·'·

..

based bn their dialogue. Thus the translated version of the poem is a 're-creation' of the .
origip.al and bears evidence to Radice's interpretative mode of translation.

Let us take another four-line poem from Kanika :
it!~l:li-Rm
c<PGIIf'1'1-fxMPW'I mJm! ~"1.

"'~ 'fCFf i5I<P Wi C'i'f f l !Vc"'l
UiJ11'1t<'1 <;f"fl.i'lW' \1;fbc'1'1

m-

C1'C~If'1'1-FMt'W'I, •<Qt:f!l CIIB!$i!·1

Kinship-consciousness
The kerosene-lantern says to the taper,
'I'll wring your neck if you say we're kin.'
Whereas to the moon he says, 'Come in:
., I welcome you warmly as my brother.' (Poem No. 34)

Like many other four-line poems of <WPP!, this poem also resembles the quatrain of a typical
Petrarchan sonnet having an a b b a rhyme-scheme. Radice's interpretation of the poem
here seems to be dictated mainly by the demands of the rhyme in ·the target language. Both
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the 'C"PCiliPl"' Ft"it' and

•<!llmr

~"'(· of the original undergo transformation in Radice's

interpretation; the former becomes 'kerosene-lantern' and the latter 'taper'. As a matter of
fact, Radice's 'kerosene-lantern' is different from what Tagore means by 'C"PCiliPl"' Ft"il',
whereas the word 'taper', according to the C. 0. D, is 'a wick coated with wax etc. for
conveying a flame' and is far removed from the

·<!llmr

~"'(·, or earthen lamp. In spite of

these deviations Radice captures the underlying spirit of the original in his rendering

and

succeeds in making an independent poem in English. In translating \ii'llilt>Bl~:~l"'llt Radice
recreates the original with the imaginative vision of a poet:

I:II~Cilil ~ l!l""P rrtm.•l)ill~"'

~ffJ~I~ ~

<.f'l G!Nl'l~ ~I

N"P N"P ""PCil "\9tGI ""PtifCil "'f'IR-

"rr ~ <wr "\9tGI, i5W1t ~ ""R?
Greatness of Spirit
A humble, nameless flower peeping
Out of a crack in the boundary-wall:
No one in the garden loves it at all.
But the sun says, 'Hi! How are you keeping?'

Here an insignificant, nameless flower is portrayed as a thing of beauty. It is also invested
with all the attributes of a living being and represented as 'peeping' out of the 'crack' of the
boundary wall. The beauty of this nameless flower goes unappreciated in the garden; but its
beauty finds adequate recognition in the caring query of the morning sun about its wellbeing. The poet in Radice here outshines the translator in the imaginative representation of
the flower in the first two lines and the translator is at his interpretative best in the concluding
lines of this poem. Radice succeeds in capturing the spirit of the original poem and
substituting its '1m"i! metre by a rhymed quatrain, the rhyme scheme being a b b a. ''Beyond
Ill

all Questioning" testifies to Radice's interpretative mode of rendering m the following
Bengali poem:

0< "f1.!.B, ~il 'P 1'4 ~ ~ i5t>lt I

"f1.!.B ~' affil "i5fi1<B" ~~
~ ~ i5'l ISL"ft ffi<rl!?
fur@~. affil Wif-~1
Beyond all Questioning
'What, 0 sea, is the language you speak?'

'A ceaseless question', the sea replies.
'What does your silence, 0 Mountain, comprise?'

·A constant non-answer,' says the peak.

This poem is a wonderful re-incarnation of one of the 'brief poems Tagore has ever written.
Radice interprets the culture-specific word

·ffi<ri!·,

'girillar', as a mountain of mountains,

[hence 'Mountain' with a capital 'M'?] investing him with all the attributes of a living
human Being. His rendering of '"i5fi'RB" ~~· and ·~i!ii\il'ISil'] as'ceaseless question'ing and
'constant non-answer' are nothing but "interpretative equivalent" to the original. As Novalis
said, successful translations simply cannot help being verandernde, metaphoric (Radice and
Reynolds 89). In fact, this poem is like a 'finely-cut, sparkling gem' and a 'miracle' of poetic
translation (Bose 15).

Radice seems to have tried to keep as close as possible to the rhythm of the original poems.
But in his attempt to translate poetry into poetry, he has to deal more often than not with the
exigencies of maintaining a formal structure in the new text, involving a scheme of rhymes or
assonances. As a result, he was rather compelled to pick certain words that rhyme well over
words which might have conveyed his interpretation of the original more accurately. As
Trevor J. Saunders reminds us, "To translate is to interpret, and one may [at times] interpret
wrongly." (Radice and Reynolds 159). Accordingly, Radice has interpreted the originals
wrongly in some cases and his translations of those poems fail to convey the spirit and true
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import of their originals. This seems to be more pronounced in his 'brief' poems than in his
elaborate ones. Radice's "Humble Pride" is an appropriate case in point:

~~'It<'! '@w <ffi" fu,

f<Wt ffi'lt t!l<f' ~ fWrn Flful
Humble Pride
Says the moss to the pond, 'Don't ever forget--A drop of my dew helps to make you wet.'

.

Radice deviates a little from the original and that too for the sake of rhyme only. The
hollowness of pride that rings triumphantly in Tagore's verse loses something of its force in
Radice's translation. This is clearly indicated in his interpretation of the title of the poem
"Humble Pride". Tagore's poem is called "~"i"1'1i'1'1&", which signifies that the poem is about
absurd, hollow pride. Radice's interpretation of

·f<Wt ffi'lt

t!l<f' ~ fWrn

Flfu· as 'Don't

ever forget ---/ A drop of my dew helps to make you wet' seems to dilute the spirit of the
original. The insolent reminder of the moss that thrives on the water of the pond is
highlighted in his poem at the cost of the ironical tone of the original. It is not that Radice's
interpretative mode does not ever stumble on untranslatability. Let us look at the two liners
"Ungratefulness"

~~

mrrki'i ~l:flfrr ~
~-~

"'ll'lt

G'l C<r

<jJllf

<ffil.

~"1m ~I

Ungratefulness
Echo mocks Noise lest others discover
How deeply Echo is Noise's debator
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This poem is the interpretative re-creation of the original in rhymed couplet, though the
rhyme is far from a happy one. Radice's interpretation of the word ·~· as 'Noise' as
approved by Samsad Bengali English Dictionary, fails to convey the extralingual connotation
of the Bengali word ~- But the actual word used in the original Bengali couplet appears to
be untranslatable in view of its implied meaning. Similar failure may be detected in the twoliner called "Prudent Mediocrity":

~

fliflt>c<B

Dm "Gf'Wfil ~.

fuffi: "1!'W! fWf

Dtl'!'9" ~I

Prudent Mediocrity
The finest are happy to walk with the lowly.
Those in between are not so friendly.

Radice's interpretation of the above poem in rhyming couplet fails to convey the spirit of the
original. What Tagore wants to reveal through this two-liner is not, after all, unfriendliness
but studied distance that the middle class prefers to maintain. He tries to make it up by
naming the poem "Prudent Mediocrity" but the essence of the poem is still lost. Radice's
interpretation of the last line seems to have been dictated more by the exigency of rhyme and
he goes totally off the key in this brief poem. But when Radice handles successfully the
exigencies of maintaining a formal structure in the new text without compromising on the
spirit of the original, one finds excellent poetic translations such as:
The fake diamond says, 'How big I am!'
That is how we know you're a sham. (Poem No. 52)

'I am; says Time, 'this world's Creator'.
'Then 1,' says the clock, 'am Creation's maker!' (Poem No.66)

Work and rest belong to each other--Like eye and eyelid linked together. (Poem No).
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III

As we tum from~ (Particles) to @f'4rf (Radice's Jottings), we are immediately struck
by ' the more romantic and lyrical mood' of this set of brief poems (Dyson ill. 1). According
to Ketaki Kushari Dyson, Radice has achieved here "a fine balance of 'faithfulness' to the
source poems, innovative and imaginative ways of resolving problems, and an inspired
choice of words and rhythms" by means of which he re-created the original poems in the
target language (Ibid 1) It must be borne in mind that Tagore is, first and foremost, a poet and
that these poems, mostly written extempore and 'on request', bears the unmistakable stamp
of an ever-inspired poetic mind. As we move from poem to poem, we are captivated by the
'unpremeditated art' of one of the finest lyric poets of the world. Radice has spared no pains
to capture this 'ever-inspired poetic mind' of Rabindranath Tagore in his translation of the
brief poems. The poet in him goes hand in hand with the translator to 'navigate', to use
Tagore's word, the brief poems of the Bengali bard from the SL to the TL.

@f'4rf

is Tagore's only bilingual book having a complicated history of its publication. Radice

has followed the text of the West Bengal Government edition (Vol. 2, 1982) of Rabindra
Rachanabali which contains 190 poems.. All the brief poems from

(F[~

are quoted here

from this volume. Unlike in ~ Tagore has used three metres in (F[~ with increasing
variety in rhyme and arrangement of lines. As Arun Kumar Basu says, "The poet has used
three kinds of metre; moreover, in each composition --- in its stanzaic inventiveness, rhyme
scheme and arrangement of lines --- technical skill is readily apparent. The poems are
normally between two and twelve lines in length."
'approximate' the formal diversities of

(F[~

(Basu 34)

In his attempt to

(1927), Radice has employed a variety of

innovative and imaginative strategies in his poetic renderings. Let us examine some of them
that Radice used in rendering the 'extempore' compositions of an itinerant and ever-inspired
poet.

The opening poem of

(F[~

throws much light on Radice's art of translation. Here is the

original poem followed by its reincarnation in the target language:
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~ I5I1<!BI C~li11f<i>.
ift~ $<RI

"llfc't<r;t,

<8'!i"GI'!'Iti!~

~~~II
My dreams are gems of sparkling life,

Fireflies flitting;
In the still depths of the dark night,
Light's particles darting. (Poem No. I)

Radice interprets the original with the imagination of a poet and transforms it into an
independent poem. Literally, the original poem could be paraphrased thus: "My dreams are
fireflies that are glittering like particles in the dead of the dark night; they are the gems of an
illuminated life". Radice seems to have deviated from the original in his rendering of the
original : " My dreams are the gems of glittering life that are found flitting like fireflies and
they are floating like particles of light in the dead of the dark night". What distinguishes
Radice's version from the original is a remarkable shift of the image. The 'firefly' image of
the original has been changed into the 'gem' image in the translated version. This image shift
gives one an impression of how Radice re-creates the poem drawing on his own
interpretation of the original.

In poem No. 4 of C!'f'l<l Radice faces a complex problem of poetry translation that he has
addressed in a novel way. Here is the text of the original poem:
~ "GI'!'Iti! l'fi ffJG'BI I5L<'I "'lf'?t~ 'lt>lt,
~ ~ 1.1,~

fumr "'1m 9fm 'iOT\'\l 'SMI

In Radice's rendering the two-line poem has been re-shaped into a four-line one:

Dreams are nests that birds

In sleep's obscure recesses
Build from our talkative days'
Discarded bits and pieces.
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A comparison of this translation with its original makes it abundantly clear that Radice has
interpreted the original making a new poem of his own. Literally, the dream-birds, in the
original, make their nests in the deep recesses of sleep, with the help of discarded bits or
remnants from the workaday life. In his interpretation, the nests are made of dreams by the
birds in the deep recesses of sleep and that too with the discarded bits or remnants of the busy
-~'s.;r
day. The images of the ''i'~"fll'W and ·~· that Tagore conjures up in the original lose

"

something of their majesty in being reduced to a mere 'bird' or 'talkative day' in .the
translated text. But considered as a whole, the rendering in English reads like an independent
poem with its own beauty.

A remarkable aspect of Radice's art of translation is the omissions I additions of some words
that gives a subjective touch to his interpretation of the original. Equating such omissions/
additions of the translators with the 'slips and near-misses' of actors, Ketaki Kushari Dyson
observes that they may come about because of "the genuine human difficulty of maintaining
focus on two texts, one given and fixed, in front of the eyes, the other in the process of being
built by oneself'( Dyson III.2) In other words, 'the strain', Dyson continues, 'of shifting the
eyes from one text to another can generate omissions/additions' in the translated text (Dyson,
Ibid 3). These additions I omissions of certain words may also come out of the translators'
misreading of the original. They, as Dudley Fitts reminds us, cannot be called 'betrayals';
they are the 'legitimate, even necessary prerogatives of the translator' (Brower 39). In this
connection, let us examine a few poems of Tagore' s

@!~

and their re-incarnations in

Radice's rendering. In the first instance, a two-liner has been changed into a four-line poem
in the translated text:

Pt<tl:) $ctil frtfu¥ ~ ~ ~ ·"tell
'P~ '!JoJ! <!l'Pt <!l'Pt ~ 'I'G! II

In a nest, silent and shadowy.

That is ours alone,
Speechless, secret agony
Dwells on its own. (39)
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Radice here exercises the translator's 'prerogative' in interpreting the source poem. He
interpolates the idea that the nest is 'ours' and transforms the whole character of the poem.
The original poem suggests that the silent agony embedded in the depth of the soul belongs
to only one person. But Radice generalizes this agony by declaring it 'That is ours alone'. He
seems to have misread the original making an independent poem in the target language.
Similarly, there is no need for 'your' in the first line of the poem (48 ) : "When I wandered
into your garden", because the original only says :

In another poem (45) Radice transforms the original making a new poem in English. The source
poem and its reincarnation in the target language are given below to demonstrate his art of
translation:
"i!l~"il ~

~

(Sf'il

~~

\5119f<lt C'ffil1L<i"

~ ct<'rrl
1.j""[:i'f

~ C'-1

I51L<P Ci51L"il

oonr C'fi'lll

You've squandered your wealth, 0 cloud,
On your passion for colour:
Called to the moon's salon,
You've nothing to offer.

Radice here interpolates the word 'wealth' that the cloud is supposed to have squandered.
And his interpretation fails to accommodate the 'ct<'rr', play of the cloud and the expression
·~

C'-1 ooGI C'fi'll•, (your time is over), in the target language. He makes up this loss in

translation by the interpolated line 'You've nothing to offer'. Though the original does not
provide for this interpolation, he has to add this line in tune with the word 'wealth' to the first
line.
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By comparing the English texts with the originals one discovers how Radice , at times , adds
a word [like 'ours' or 'your'] which is not in the original text, or for some mysterious reason
omits another [ like 'my'] that should have been there. Let us examine the following source
poem (9), Tagore's

rendering of the poem in English and Radice's translated version to

drive home the point:

"i'5ltM! c~ ~-met ~
CiSrJiro<f~ ~ f<irn C\'itlitli CiiLl! c>T<ll
Let my Jove, like sunlight, surround you
and give you a freedom illumined. (Tagore) [ Lekhan

May love, like the sun's brightness,
By giving you glorious liberty
Hold you within its compass. (9)

It goes without saying that Radice here deviates from the original in his interpretation of the

source poem. He seeks to liberate love from the narrow confines of personal possession
giving it an impersonal character. This explains why the expression 'my love' of the original
becomes only 'love' in the English version. There is really no other stylistic reason for this
mysterious omission. Only those bilingual readers who are acquainted with the original can
detect this omission. But for the target readers this is an independent poem with a life of its
own.

It is very often found that Radice deviates from the original in his interpretation of the source

poem. This sort of deviation is a common feature of Radice's Tagore translation. Let us
examine poem no.47 from Radice's Jottings to see how he handles the source poem. The
original and its translation by Tagore are given below to show the innovative interpretation
that Radice makes of this poem:
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~ '<"'"

ffl, <l/• Gf C"ft'r eDit,

f<ic! <J:'<It C"ft'r ffl"m1

i51'8 ootlm! "f''!t ~ 'lR
(lj~ ffl\511 (\'lt fil!ll!l

I lingered on my way
Till thy cheery tree lost its blossoms,
but the azalea brings to me , my love,
thy forgiveness·( Tagore )

Delay on my journey:
This cherry-blossom fell

Before Icould give it to you.
But your gift, how it cheers me!
This azalea's smile
Shows I have not upset you. (47) Radice.

Here Radice has departed from the original in his interpretation of the source poem. Taking
the cue from Tagore's translation of the poem he seems to have interpreted it imaginatively.
Literally, there is no explicit mention of an exchange of gifts in the Bengali text. But Radice
misreads the Bengali original and arrives at what Dyson calls 'a very special interpretation of
the meaning of the poem' (Dyson-III.3). According to his interpretation, the lover is
supposed to meet his lady love when the cheery trees are in full bloom and to present her
with a bouquet of cherry-blossoms. But the delay in coming back to her has cost the lover
dearly_ With the season of cherry-blossoms being over, the azalea is now in bloom,
incarnating, as it were, the forgiving smile of the beloved. He realises from this signal that he
has been forgiven by his beloved. Radice's misreading of or response to what Gayatri
Chakravorty Spivak calls 'the special call of the text' helps him to interpret the original in
this novel way (Mukheijee 99) In fact, he is at his interpretative best in this new poem in the
target language. Instances of this type of interpretative translation abound in Jottings.
Another poem of this category is poem no.65; the original and Radice's translation together
with Tagore's rendering are given below:
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"G@J i9i1Fri ~~for~~

m-i'li1<11 csr c<Pirf ~~ ~ "ffi"t

1

I see an unseen kiss from the sky
In its response in my rose· (Tagore )

A kiss from the sky has made
My flowers bloom with pleasure.
A lover's touch is displayed,
But not the actuallover.(65 Radice)

Literally, the flowers bloom with pleasure when they [the buds] are touched with the loving
kiss of an unknown lover. The expression 'A kiss from the sky' is an interpolation that
Tagore brings into his interpretation of the original when he translated the poem. Radice
owes this interpolated expression to Tagore. His interpretation of
~

·rmr '11 i'li1<1t CSf c<Pirf ~~

"ffi"t' as 'A lover's touch ... displayed, I But not the actual lover' is really excellent and

definitely the work of an inspired poet. Thus, the original poem undergoes a transformation
with the magic touch of Radice's poetic imagination. But when Radice fails to make his
interpretation imaginative as well as creative, notwithstanding the addition/ omission of a
few words or sentences to/from the original, his translations cannot touch the deeper chords
of the readers acquainted with the original. Now let us look at poem no.21 of Radice's

Jottings:
~ f?irn ~ 05Fit
~ \51lCC'ft-~

C'll'ft,

Ft~ll C!IDt Ft~ll ""'1l??
~ CWl' ~ C'll'ltll

Clouds of the morning floating,
Light and shadow playing,
Like somebody passing the time
With a smiling childish game.
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Though Radice here re-creates the original, he does not care to maintain fidelity to it in his
interpretation of the poem. Even a casual reading of the poem makes one convinced that it is
God who is being talked about. The subject 'He' is omitted, but the verb-forms clearly
indicate who the subject of the poem is. The poem could be paraphrased thus: "Setting afloat
rafts of clouds, [He] plays a game of lights and shadows. As a child with children, [He]
spends the morning smiling/ having fun."(Dyson III.S) Radice seems to have departed from
the spirit of the poem. Although he has portrayed the natural backdrop of the poem in the
first two lines, the concluding lines fail to produce an effect 'comparable' to that of the
original for omitting the pronoun in the honorific mode .Had the translator not dropped the
pronoun,

the cluster of images that make up the short poem would have attained

a

characteristic Tagorean spirit. Here is another poem worth looking at:

~ ~ ~ ~'1'1'"'141.
~~ Gl ~

CD@

\5ltC'i!: 'IP!ii

Late is your rising;

0 crescent moon,
But the perfumed flowers of the night
Are still longing.( 32 )

This simple night poem of Tagore presents a complex problem for the translator of poetry, as
it involves the problem of carrying across two Bengali words from the source language to the
receptor language.

Adopting

an

interpretative mode of translation Radice

'domesticate' them in the target language ; the

''f"'!""i"P"t4l' and

tries to

·~~· of the original are,

thus, transformed into 'crescent moon' and 'perfumed flower of the night' respectively. The
'crescent moon' in English refers primarily to the sickle-shaped moon, without reference to
its waxing or waning. But the original here refers explicitly to the moon in its waning phase.
Etymologically, the English word 'crescent', as Dyson reminds us, means 'growing' (from
Latin crescere, to grow ), and there is actually an adjectival use of this word meaning
'increasing' (such as 'crescent fortunes' ) (Dyson.III. 6). The 'crescent moon' here refers to
the opposite of what the original text signifies and is, therefore, a clear deviation from the
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original. Secondly, Radice's interpretation of ·~"!~fir· as the 'perfumed flowers of the
night' is an attempt to 'domesticate' this Indian flower in the English language. This is very
likely to deprive the Westerners of the knowledge that the tuberose plays a vital role in
Tagore's floral imagery. And this flower does need to be mentioned specifically in order to
'contextualize' the poem. According to Dyson, what the translator needs to capture in
translation is the Bengali 'otherness' of the poem for those who are supposed to read it in
English( Ibid 7). Radice fails to convey this Bengali 'otherness' in his otherwise good
interpretation of the poem.

(IV)
~ is Tagore's last ( posthumous ) collection of brief poems which was first published in

1945. It consists of 198 poems collected from diverse sources. One can have a fair idea about
them from the end note of this volume: "In 1334 @!'$'! was published. Many more poems
similar to

~

were for a long time scattered in various manuscripts of Rabindranath, in

journals and in the collections of those dear to him or who had sought his blessing .... ~
is a compendium of all these" (Radice PJS 19)

In the centenary edition of the i!<i'liiilbrtl"l<il (1961) Visva-Bharati has included 260 poems in
~.The text of this edition with its numbering is now accepted as the standard edition

which has been used in Sisir Kumar Das's edition of Tagore's English works. Besides,
Volume 3 of the West Bengal Government edition of Tagore's Complete Works (1983)
contains the same text and Radice first followed this text, translating all of the 260 poems.
But subsequently he changed his mind choosing the first edition of 1945, with its 198 poems
simply because Pulinbihari Sen who compiled the volume might have been given the
approval by Tagore to go ahead with this work. What are, then, the distinguishing marks of
the true ~ poems? In the Introduction to PJS (2000) Radice says, "The true ~
poems have a character, spirit, quality or. .. a bhava that is general in implication, not specific.
They may mostly have stemmed from occasions, but only those that transcend their occasion
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deserve a place in Sphulinga." (Radice 22). Secondly, almost every one of the 198 poems in
~ is different in form. Their extraordinary formal diversity is, no doubt, 'a breathtaking

achievement' of Tagore's poetic art .. Radice's endeavour in Sparks is to reincarnate the
~ poems and to capture this 'poetic art' in the target language.

In the translation of Tagore's ~ one comes across more often than not a certain 'shift of
expression' in many of the poems when the poetical texts move from the source language to
the target language. This 'shift of expression' occurs in the case of meaning, image,
· metaphor etc. and is one of the essential prerogatives of a creative translator. Describing the
function of this 'shift of expression' in translation Anton Popovic says:

It is the translator's only business to "identify" himself with the original: that

would merely result In a transparent translation. The translator also has the right
to differ organically,

to be independent, As long as that independence is

pursued for the sake of the original, a technique applied in order to Reproduce it
as a living work. Between the basic semantic substance of the original and its

shift in Another linguistic structure a kind of dialectic tension develops along the

axis faithfulness-freedom.
The demand to be faithful in translation is a starting point. Its observation, at
least the effort to observe It, is the basis upon which stylistic requirements can
assert themselves. Thus, shifts do not occur because the translator wishes to

"change" a work. but because he strives to reproduce it asfaitlifully as possible

and to grasp it in its totality. as an organic whole. (emphasis added) (Popovic
80).

Radice makes use of his creative freedom through this 'shift of expression' not because he
wishes to "change" the original poems, but because he strives to "interpret" them as
faithfully as possible and to re-create them in their totality, as organic wholes. In his
[Radice's ] Tagore translations meaning-shifts are more frequent than image or metaphor
shifts. "Slight shifts of meaning", as Dyson suggests, "are sometimes unavoidable, even
inevitable, and in longer poems small local shifts can be easily accommodated, but when the
poems are really brief, the detail can affect the meaning of the whole more dramatically"
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(Dyson IV 3). One finds this kind of 'meaning-shifts' in the following renderings from
Radice's Sparks (Tagore's ~ ). This original ~ poem (No.7), noted below, shows
this shift in meaning transforming the entire poem:
Gli1'1Cxt ~
GliSJ 1<'1 hi

<ttCfi

<fflXt ~ ~I

"W m 'itl! illR!l,
m<f!~~~l
Like a flute playing in the sky

A message from the not-known.
Animals do not hear it ;
People try to catch the tune. (No.IO )

Here the overall meaning of the original seems to have moved away in the first two lines.
According to Tagore, the flute of the unknown seems to ring in the sky spreading its message
; animals cannot hear it whereas man is in perennial quest of this melody. In Radice's
translation of the brief poem, there is a strange meaning-shift in the first two lines.
Interpreting the flute of the unknown as 'A message from the not-known' he succeeds in
making a new poem in English. Another poem of this category is as follows:
<!!~ 01 'WI1j_FU

"Gll<llif ~ -

'll~~I:J1
~~i'lti!l

I worship a value that is so supreme,
Neglect of it does it no harm. (No.30)

Here the overall meaning of the original seems to have moved away in the translation.
Tagore seems to say, "This is the supreme value of the nature of my worship--that even if I
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don't worship I am not punished." What distinguishes the original from the translation is the
marked meaning-shift. As a result, the poet's 'worship' is equated with 'a value' in the first
line and the 'punishment' with 'harm' in the second line. Radice's rendering is self-sufficient
as an independent poem but it is not 'identical' with the original. How meaning-shift of one
or two words causes a shift in the poem's total meaning can be seen in the following poem:

<!I "'-lmt ~ <i1Qj

m

'>f~"'lVl

~$01ro~

"G!t41 'II <f "i5flm I
Still, everyday, the dawn
Brings a blessing

To whatever is growing
Towards the sun. (31)

Tagore seems to say here that every morning the sun brings a blessing in the direction of whatever
is still germinating or growing, but not fully grown. But in Radice's rendering, the word 'blessing'
has been attributed to the dawn instead of the sun, causing a marked shift in the poem's meaning.
The Bengali poem begins with <!1"'-lmt and the English with still, which may seem the same, but the
words are functioning differently. Nevertheless, Radice's rendering turns out to be an independent
poem in English. Another meaning-shift of a different nature occurs in the following instance:

~<rrq)~
m~,

GPftrn ~ Cl'IC'I,
~<fi"Gf<fi"Gf
The sea wants to understand

The message, written in spray,
That the waves repeatedly write
And immediately wipe away. (73)
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The meaning-shift here arises from a mistranslation of ~ the meaning of which is 'to
explain, to communicate, to cause others to understand'. It is, no doubt, that this word may
have been confused with ~. 'to understand, to grasp'. This mistranslation results in a
very strange poem in which the sea wants to understand the message that its waves go on
writing for ever. What the original poem seems to mean is that the sea tries repeatedly,
without satisfaction, to communicate-to the world, to the beach-the language of its waves.
It writes the message and wipes it off in a repeated action. As an independent poem, Radice's
rendering is, on the whole, satisfactory.

One finds an interesting meaning-shift in the interpretation of the following poem:

~

">ft>;jffi "'1rnf 9f<m

~

<1</il

~

'fl"'

~"i'f "G!ro"i'f ~ <!'ro"i'f
~~~~~

When a wind from across the sea
Comes to this shore,
Red fire ignites the Spring
And sparks the Ashoka-tree
Into golden fire. (90 )

According to the original, it is the month of <!'ro"i'f i.e., the coming of spring, that will light
the fire and cause the

~

-tree to burst into flowers. In the translation it is the other way

around-the subject and the object have changed places. If we compare the English version
with the original, an interesting point strikes us. Instead of spring itself lighting a 'coloured'
fire, of which the 'golden' flowers of the

~

tree are a part, a red fire from somewhere

else comes along and ignites the spring, and in the process sparks the

~

-tree into

golden fire. Radice's translation of~"i'f as 'red' is intereting but this does not give us any
idea of the ambiguity of Tagore's red-references.
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A creative translator like Radice is very often seen to omit a word or two while transposing
the text creatively from the source language to the target language. Apparently, the omission
of a word or two is not supposed to make much of an effect on the meaning of the translated
poem. But sometimes, the omission of just one crucial word from the text can have a wider
effect on the meaning in such brief spark-like poems as the following:

When the sun sets in the West,
Let Purabi sound in your ears Raga of the East. (I 0 I )

The omission of the word i5"'Lcfi takes away the punch of this little poem, which is, in
Dyson's words, 'a joke in verse' (Dyson IV6). Here ~ is an evening raga, but the name
also means 'eastern'. Radice provides a note to this effect, but the second line calls for the
insertion of a word or phrase corresponding to i5"1Lcfi. The above poem is quite O.K. as an
independent creative work. Another crucial word is missed out in the following example too:

Buds
Bring solace
To the woods. (105)
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A comparison of the original with the translation shows that there is nothing in the English
text to correspond to the adjective f<i"1'1 and this makes a difference to the 'feel' of the poem.
According to the original, flower- buds carry with them the great promise for the woods.
Flowers mean more seeds and seeds mean more trees. Tagore here seems to have stressed the
immensity of the promise for the woods. Radice fails to convey the immensity of promise for
the woods in his translation. But the omission of a word from the original does not stand in
the way of making it an independent poem. Again, the haiku-like brevity of the original has
excellently been captured in the translation.

Sometimes, the meaning-shift occurs due to the misinterpretation of a single word, as in the
following example:

~"'l!l?t ~.

'tf~ '1fV'I ~ <Wlt ~"' ~"'
<Wlt <!LeT C"fC!Sf I
Love's original fire fills

The sky with white-hot flame.
Descending to earth it separates out
Into colour, dress and form. ( 109)

Here the original presents an image that is derived from the separation of white light into a
spectrum of colours. Tagore does not say that white light descends to the earth separated out
into three categories, namely, 'colour, dress and form'. He seems to say, suggests Dyson, that
it descends to the earth 'in diverse forms, dressed in diverse colours' (Dyson IV 6). The last
word of the poem, G'll"!Sf, Dyson continues, seems to have been confused with the noun-word
C"fC!Sf

(meaning dress, costume or make-up)(Dyson Ibid 6). Notwithstanding the

misinterpretation of this word, this brief poem has been successfully 'reincarnate'd in the
target language. One needs to remember in this connection that though Radice's forte is in
the interpretative translation, meaning-shifts remain one of the constituent features of his art
of translation.
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Notes:
I. All citations of 'Brief poems ofTagore in English, unless otherwise stated, are from Radice's
Particles, Jottings, Sparks: Complete Brief Poems of Rabindranath Tagore (2000).
2. Ketaki Kushari Dyson's four-part article "On the Wings of Hummingbirds, Rabindranath Tagore's Little
Poems: An Invitation to a Review-cum- Workshop" has been shown in the references as follows:
Dyson I- (Introduction). Page I -4
II- (Kanika) Page 1-6

ill - (Lekhan ). Page I- 10
----- IV- ( Splwlingha). Page 1-14
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